
DECORATE WITH  COLOURED GLASS CULLET  

Imploded glass cullet can be  used in a variety of different ways. Shown  are  just a few of its uses.  In Conjunction with cellular paving  

it can make a very attractive  driveway surface  and we have used it as such on  very heavily used vehicle  roadways. When properly 

laid we have successfully  used these driveways  for the last five years   to  carry 45 tonne lorries with no  problems  

It can be used as a filler  for casting with  any resin  and as a aggregate replacement within  concrete for either  cast ort flat laid con-

crete.  For those  who   require more information  on  use as a replacement aggregate in concrete  we have carried out a research pro-

ject  with Swansea university and the results can be viewed on our web site..   Cullet can also be used as a replacement for  gravel or 

chipping pathway's and looks particularly beautiful  when wet or in bright sunlight. It can also be used  in conjunction with  specialist 

resins to make  beautiful flooring  or  when  as part of a concrete mix  and polished with a diamond polishing process  gives a stunning  

mirror like finish as a decorative floor or worktop and can also serve  as  a  flagstone pathway  or as a decorative base for  wood burn-

ing stoves etc.   

We have successfully used   4/5 mmm  cullet mixture as a  replacement  for gravel  when rendering walls and also  for making  mosaics 

such as these shown  when mixed with resin and colourant. 

It is particularly useful as weed suppressant and  heat retention medium  when  used in the garden  around potted plants.  Some gar-

deners have used  the 500micron and 1mm grades  in clay soils  where it  is reported to  brake down the clay soil  to a  more loam type 

soil but we have no personal experience of this.  

The cullet  has been successfully used  in the water filtration  process and  we have used it  quite exten-

sively   in reptile   accommodation where its heat retention  properties are particularly   appreciated.  

When  contaminated  by  animal waste etc.  it can be quickly washed in warm soapy water  and reused 

when dry. 

Decorating flower pots A decorative garden using glass cullet 

and cast flagstone 

Glsass cullet and  cellular 

paving driveway. 

Cast resin/glass tiles used as a 

mosaic. 

Diamond polished flag stones and 

plinths 



 

Glass cullet can be used in a variety of  ways in the garden or  driveways. These are just some of the  ways  it can be used  as a , weed suppressant and  heat retention layer  on  

flower pots  and  as a decorative path or driveway   using  interlocking  plastic  grids.  

 

Wall rendering using 6mm Blue chips on one 

side and  green/blue/brown/clear  3mm mix 

chips on other side 

Wall rendering using blue/green/ 

brown /clear  6mm  mix chips. 

Wall rendering using brown/clear/green 

4mm  mix chips., 

Wall rendering using  Blue/green mix 4mm chips 

3mm Green/clear  render mix. 4mm/green/lt brown/clear  render mix. 2mm Lt Green/clear render mix 



Examples of  concrete/glass cullet slabs   used as a base for wood burning stoves  and also  decorative slabs  for  pathways  etc.  Although we have a small selection of stock  items it is preferable  to  work 

with  client  on  mixes etc.  prior to casting.. Please ring to discuss your requirements or ideas. 



 
Large wall mosaic  made from  2 inch square  resin  and imploded glass cat tiles  cut 

to shape using  a glass saw  and bonded to  mortar render using  special  glass tile 

adhesive.to make mosaic  

Detail of  bottle layer  used as an example of framing  for mosaic. Made from  the bottom half inch of 

bottles, cut  to size using a circular diamond  tile cutting table and bonded to wall render with special 

glass tiling adhesive. 

In this picture  you can also see the detail of the  small  tiles used to make this mosaic various  tile sizes 

can be made  using appropriate  sized moulds. 

In this picture  you can see details of  small decorative glass/resin cast ornaments bonded 

to  mortar rendered wall with special glass tile adhesive. 

In this picture  you can see  details of  small tiles  used for mosaic. Also examples of larger  

tiles cast  as an experiment using  plastic food containers as moulds. Tiles are cast from  

resin/glass with a colouring medium added prior to casting.    

 



Diamond polishing  gives a fantastic high  polish finish to  cast slabs, floors and garden ornaments   such as the examples you see here.  A large variety of  polished items can be  

manufactured to your own specifications..  For non  stock items a charge   will be applied  to cover the cost  of  the mould/s . The moulds remain the property of  the  item pur-

chaser. 

 Examples  of polished concrete/glass slabs  P.O.A Polished bird bath on polished  stand and polished plinth.   P.O.A 



Stock Quantities and Prices 

        1 Kg Bag        £ 3.60   

      10 Kg Bag        £7.60 

      20 Kg Bag         £12.50 

                                    Stock Colours available 

Brown 

Dark Green 

Light Green 

Mixed  please contact  us to discuss mix ratios  

Clear 

The cullet can be used in a variety of ways: 

 As an aggregate in concrete to make pathways, garden ornaments, 

flower pots, paving slabs and concrete  

 furniture. 

 Added to resin to make decorative  

 panels, work tops and ornaments. 

 Added to plaster to make ornaments and also as a decorative addi-

tion to wall and ceiling plaster. 

 The fine sand can be used in lime  

 render or for shot blasting. 

 The glass cullet can be used neat to decorate flower pots, and re-

place dull gravel with colour and sparkle! 

 It can also be used for water  

 filtration and as an attractive  

 coloured base for fish and reptile tanks. 

Our creative glass is the direct product of recycled glass bottles. 

Bottles of various size and colour are collected from hotels, public 

houses and retail establishments in Powys. They are then fed into 

our machine which implodes the bottles into a variety of cullet    

sizes; a sieve unit then separates the size of the glass cullet. Im-

ploded glass is sharp free and 

Blue and turquoise are available at .£5.60 per ki-
lo £25.00 per 10 Kilo £35.00 per 20 kilo. 

All prices +VAT and carriage. 

MAGIGLASS  DECORATIVE IMPLODED 

GLASS 


